
Jave-No-Leana



Problem:
For my engineering project, I want to improve/redesign my prototype from my 5th grade project, 

Java-No-Leana. I built a prototype that supported our trash can so the javelinas couldn’t knock it over. 
The concept from my design ended up working well, but some aspects of it needed improvement, so I 
want to build on my project, and make it better. I will start by analyzing the things that worked well, and 
the things that could be improved. The main problems were the materials and the attachment mechanism. 
The wood I used as the base and for the hinges rotted due to weather conditions, so I want to find a 
better material. I also want to find a better way to attach the legs to the trash can, so the design is more 
practical. Throughout the south west, trash cans get knocked over by javelina. This is a problem because 
people have to spend their morning or evening cleaning up trash, or they don’t clean it up at all, which is 
worse because of the pollution it causes. Another problem is that if a trash can is knocked over it won’t 
get picked up, so th trash truck has to come back, or you have to find a place to store the trash for a week. 
By building a prototype that supports a trash can, prevents it from being knocked over, works efficiently, 
and is easy to use, I can help solve this problem.



Waste Management Interview

I talked to an employee from Waste Management about Waste Management’s 
policies for knocked over trash cans, and as you can see, many people in the 
community would benefit from having a device that keeps their trash can from 
getting knocked over by javelinas.

Q: About how many trash cans are knocked over each week?                                  
A: We don’t keep numbers, but drivers report seeing A LOT of trash cans 
knocked over.

Q: What would prevent a trash can from being picked up?                                      
A: We won’t pick up a trash can if it’s overflowing or knocked over. 



Research: Materials and 3D Printing

What materials should I use and what will last longest? To answer 
this question I researched a few possible materials. According to 
Cherokee Wood Products, the longest lasting woods are cedar, white 
oak, and teak because they are low maintenance and moisture resistant. 
If I don’t want to use wood, Trex composite decking would be an option. 
Some of the pros to using Trex are that it is low maintenance, 
insect/termite resistant, and environmentally friendly. However, it is 
also much more expensive than wood (Trex Decking: Pros and Cons). 
Another possibility could be 3D printing. The flexibility of custom 
design, and the strong but lightweight parts are all pros of 3D printing, 
but I also have to consider accessibility to a 3D printer (Advantages and 
Disadvantages of 3D Printing).



Requirements:

➢ Device stops trash can from falling over (trash doesn’t spill)
➢ Device supports 260-lbs (weight of full trash can)
➢ Device can’t be broken by javelina weight (up to 60-lbs)
➢ Device keeps trash can from being lifted up by javelina from 

underneath
➢ Device permanently attaches to trash can (doesn’t fall off when 

trash can is lifted by trash truck)
➢ Improves my original design

○ Easier to use on a day to day basis
○ More Durable
○ Easier to install



Constraints:

➢ Device must work with existing trash can designs
➢ Trash can must be able to roll so it can be moved to and from the 

street
➢ Trash truck must be able to pick up trash can with the device 

deployed
➢ Device can’t prevent trash can lid from opening when emptied by 

trash truck 
➢ Materials fit within reasonable budget (Less than $100)

 



Original 
Prototype
This prototype had a plywood 
base, with legs and a hinging 
mechanism attached to the base. 
It actually worked pretty well, 
but there were some things that 
needed improvement. The 
materials I chose could have 
been much more durable. The 
only material that ended up 
lasting was the PVC legs. While 
the material worked, I think the 
leg itself could provide more 
support and be a little less 
flimsy. I also want to improve 
the attachment/hinging 
mechanism because it was 
difficult to use and impractical.



Design 1
I designed a 3D print component for 
my first idea. It would attach to the 
trash can with some kind of 
adhesive, in 3 or 4 places around the 
base. Most of the time, the PVC 
would be in the top hole, or the 
storage configuration. When it is 
time to bring your trash cart up to 
the street, You simply move the 
PVC to the bottom hole 
configuration. I chose to use a PVC 
leg because that part of my original 
prototype worked really well. I chose 
to use a 3D print component as well, 
because 3D printing is so flexible 
and it provides strong, but 
lightweight parts. 



Design 2
For my next design, I decided not to 
3D print due to accessibility 
challenges. However, I still want to 
use durable materials. So, I came up 
with a design that uses composite 
decking and PVC as the main 
materials. On the right, you can see 
the down position, for when the 
device is in use, and on the left you 
can see the up position for storage. 
As you can see, the leg, which I plan 
on making double pronged for more 
support, sticks out of the bottom 
piece of decking or wood. The bottom 
piece is attached to the top piece 
with door hinges. You can also see a 
door lock that is used to lock it in 
place for both positions. I decided to 
build this design because it will 
support the trash can, be easy to use, 
and I can easily access all of the 
materials
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Materials
➢ 40 inches of ½ in. PVC
➢ 2 elbow connecters
➢ 2 door hinges
➢ 1 door lock
➢ 1 piece of composite decking (I 

used wood for my prototype 
because I already had it)

These are the materials I need to 
make each individual leg and 

hinge/joint mechanism



Building the Jave-No-Leana
I decided that I would only build the hinge/attachment component, since I already know the basic concept of 
my design works. 

1. Cut a piece of wood in half 
2. Drill a pilot hole and attach the hinges
3. Attach the door lock to the wood, partially on top, partially on bottom so that it can lock into the 

“down” position 
4. Drill a hole in the top piece of wood so that it could lock in the “up” position
5. build the PVC leg

a. Cut two 18” pieces
b. Cut one 4” piece
c. Connect the pieces using two PVC elbows

6. Drill the holes for the PVC to fit into (⅞ bit)
7. Wrap the PVC in shim so that it will fit better in the holes
8. Attach the PVC to the bottom piece using screws 



 Finished Prototype

Down Configuration

Down Configuration

Up Configuration

Up Configuration

This shows the screws that 
attach the PVC to the wood



Results and Analysis

I modified my design to be more functional, and last longer. I didn’t actually attach it 
to the trash can, because I don’t need to test the overall concept of my design, since 
that stayed the same and I know that it works. I did build the leg and hinging 
mechanism, and it is much easier to use and understand, and overall more practical. 
Another thing I wanted to improve was the durability of my materials. While I 
didn’t build my test prototype with composite, if I were to actually use it and attach 
it to the trash can, I would use composite decking in place of the wood, because it 
lasts longer outside. Overall, I am very happy with the way the new 
hinge/attachment mechanism works. 



Improvements

Here is a list of all the improvements I made from the original design:

➢ Each leg is double pronged for more support
➢ Design is much simpler to attach to trash can (just use adhesive such as glue or tape to 

attach)
➢ It’s easier to use/apply 

○ Hinging mechanism is simpler
○ You just have to unlock, rotate leg piece, and re-lock)

➢ Better materials can be used to build
○ It was designed with a piece of TREX decking in mind to use in place of the wood, 

but I already had wood at home so I used that for my prototype, since I was only 
testing the hinge mechanism
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